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Bowel Screening coverage, London, 60-74yr, 2022

Uptake by sex, IMD 2022, England

Attendance at Diagnostic test, sex, IMD 2022, England

• Uptake in London has been 

increasing but 10% lower than 

England

• Lower in areas: Social economic 

deprivation, BME populations

• Lower in certain groups: , BME, 

men, younger, people invited for 

the first time, people with LD, 

prisoners, homeless

• Behavioural insights into barriers: 

test acceptability, lack of 

awareness/knowledge, risk 

perception, forget/put it off, fear

Why a bowel cancer screening campaign?



Aims and Objectives
Aim: Increase the uptake (kit return) and reduce inequalities  
Objectives:
● Educate individuals about bowel cancer 
● Increase awareness of the national screening programme
● Encourage individuals to participate in screening by addressing specific barriers that affects uptake

Strategic framework
○ INFORM:

■ Increase awareness of the bowel cancer and the screening programme
■ Increase knowledge of the importance of completing screening

○ REASSURE
■ Address concerns around cancer fatalism
■ Address concerns about the process being ‘disgusting’

○ REMIND
■ Addresses avoidant procrastination
■ Encourages completion and sending back of kit 

Primary audience: First time invitees (All 56, 58 and 60 year olds) and Men (56-74)
Secondary audience: People from lower socioeconomic groups, Ethnic and religious minorities,People with learning disabilities
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Our Approach: above the line
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Message & 
creative testing

Review of key messages 
from past National and 

International Bowel 
CampaignsTesting of key messages 

with Bowel screening 
professionals, patients and 

population & YouGov 
SurveyUse of insights from 

message testing and NHSE 
feedback  to develop first 

draft of creatives
Testing of draft campaign 
assets (posters and radio 

ads) with focus groups  
Use of insights from focus 
group testing to develop 

final creatives



Multicultural Insights & strategic framework

There are many cultural barriers that can lead to hesitancy amongst multicultural audiences,  in completing and 
returning their FIT kit. These were important context for developing the PR and community engagement plan, 

and include:

Stigma 
surrounding 

cancer 

Taboos around 
handling faeces 

and breaking 
religious codes 

(Islamic)

The home KIT’s 
English 

instructions, 
could pose a 
challenge to 

understanding it

Myths 
associated 

with the test 
e.g. it’s 

invasive, 
painful

Our older 
audiences, have a 

strong 
preference for 

spoken (not 
written) language

Inform Reassure Remind Normalise

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
We know our audience well and having worked on many health campaigns throughout the years including COVID, we were ready to bring our learnings to this campaign. READ SLIDE.Imperative to gaining traction with our hesitant, uninformed or resistant audiences was promoting real life, positive experiences again is key to countering negative feelings around the test, normalising the process and encouraging  conversations.



Our approach: multicultural campaign

EDUCATE. RAISE AWARENESS. ENCOURAGE
Kensington & Chelsea, Tower Hamlets, Westminster, Newham, Croydon, Hackney, 

Southwark, Lambeth, Hammersmith & Fulham and Barking & Dagenham

We took a consultative approach across the 10 target London boroughs to build on insights as well as 

identifying existing local infrastructures, channels and relationships we could deliver the 
campaign through 

CONSULT
with Local Authorities, Cancer Alliances and 

Directors of Public Health

PR Narrative Asset 
Development Street TeamsCommunity 

EventsTrusted Voices



Assets and Translations
The print assets (posters and wallet cards) were created in English and then translated into 11 languages. The posters featured the 7 bowel specialists put forward by NHSE and 
on boarded by MMC. They included Dr Austin Obichere, Professor Brian Saunders, Dr Shradda Gualti, Dr Bu Hayee, Dr Sas Banerjee, Dr Guy Fu Chen and Dr Sergio Coda who 
represented a broad range of multicultural audiences.

English Printed Assets: Posters & Wallet Card Translated Printed Assets: 11 Posters & 11 Wallet Cards

Arabi
c

Lithuanian

Languages included Arabic, Bengali, Farsi, Gujarati, Lithuanian, Polish, Punjabi, Somali, Turkish & Urdu



Community Messaging - Audio Content
As part of the mainstream media plan MMC created ‘community messaging’ for radio. 

MMC worked with the onboarded trusted medical experts to voice the audio recording. 

The audio was recorded into 8 languages: English SA, English Black, Arabic, Urdu, 
Punjabi,Turkish, Hindi and Polish, featuring Dr Austin Obichere as well as a host of 
multicultural HCPs Radio Script

Hi, I’m (HCP), a Bowel Screening Specialist.
Believe it or not, your next trip to the toilet could save your 
life.
Are you aged between 56-74? If you are, when you receive 
an NHS bowel screening kit in the post, you should 
complete it as soon as possible. 

You do it privately at home by following a few simple steps.
It could stop bowel cancer before it starts.

Screening saves lives
For more information, visit
healthylondon.org/screening/bowel/

Dr Austin 
Obichere -

English

Dr Jyoti Sood - SA 
English & Hindi

Dr Sayyada Mawji 
Urdu

Dr Zein Toukan 
Arabic

Dr Carter Singh -
Punjabi

Dr Pucek
Polish

Dr Filiz Capar 
Turkish

http://healthylondon.org/screening/bowel/


We inspired and mobilised our key 
communities to lead the 
conversation around screening, 
using different activations

Featuring leading gastroenterologists, our 
campaign sought to hero the expertise and 
authority of multicultural doctors and 
surgeons through media. We created social 
assets, radio ads in language and our 
advertorials featured in print, which is a 
medium our older audience engage with 
daily.

Trusted voices

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
This London campaign, provided a platform for multicultural NHS Bowel specialists to inform our audience directly in mother tongue language thereby helping to reassure the public that the information they are receiving is credibleRecruiting talent was essential to campaign exposure,  we leverage their support as they were eager to share their a personal connection with bowel screening/cancer.



We held 11 events across our 10 
boroughs, and reached over 50k 
people at these events, and 10x 
more through promotion and 
sharing of content from the 
events. With Bowel health 
experts, we were able to drive 
campaign messages home at 
grassroots, and create space for 
dialogue.

We reached over 50,000 people, and 
sentiments and feedback were 
overwhelmingly positive.

Community Events

These talks are 
life saving

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
We got to know our key London Boroughs and the ways they connected with their communities. Some of these events were created for the campaign and others were existing events where we had a presence to take advantage of the audience and footfall. Some big hitters were the London Halal food festival a 2 day event where Dr Mawji took the stage in front of 20,000 people and answered audience qs after. Aswell as our bespoke health talks in Black churches and …….Yoga health / well being days. Highlight: We also sourced 12 events that were passed on to NHSE Team directly to follow up, as they did not meet the campaign criteria.And delivered assets to 5 organisations.



Our multilingual street teams 
visited community touch points 
with high footfall to share campaign 
assets and encourage 
conversations. 
We engaged with approx 3k people 
across 10 LAs.

In addition, campaign materials were 
displayed in gyms, hair salons, barbershops, 
restaurants, supermarkets, community 
centres and Places of worship, in language 
and English.

Street Teams

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Our multilingual street teams were integral to the effectiveness of this campaign. They give us the unique ability to have face to face interaction directly with our audience - to encourage, to understanding and to offer support.By bringing a physical presence to local streets, surgeries and popular venues we’re embodying the NHS values - we care, we’re here and by having language speakers we’re showing…we want to listen to you. The teams invite authentic curiosity allowing interest to brew organically to the point we were asked t expand our locations and return visits.
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• Campaign asset design, message

• Channel performance- reach, frequency, CTR, CPR 

• Behavioural metrics-

• Quantitative -Pre and post analysis online (YouGov 
Survey)

• Qualitative – FGDs, key informant interviews

• Impact- kits returned, self-referrals/kits requested, calls 
received, uptake, coverage 

Evaluation
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Reach
Channel Reach
Radio (English language) 2.137 million

OOH out of home (bus sides) 2.023 million 
(freq 6.77)

Community Radio (non-english) 1,096 million

Social 1.035 million (freq. 6.5)

Multicultural PR Media coverage reach: Paid: 7.8m, Earned: 16m

Street teams Street Teams reached & engaged 45k of our target 
audience



Behavioural Metrics
YouGov’s Pre and post campaign online survey assessing “Knowledge, attitude, intention to screen (return kit)” 

Overall white respondents had higher awareness of screening and more likely to have been screened BUT Post campaign increase 
across all metrics in all groups

But after the campaign, the gap between white and BAME 
groups reduced with

•8% increase in BME who completed the kit (50% vs 58%)

•3% decline in BME who reported that they had not received 
the kit  (29% vs 26%)

•16% increase in BME who associated bowel cancer screening 
with the NHS (54% vs 70%)

•5% Increase in proportion of BME who knew that Bowel 
screening is done privately at home (56% vs 61%)

•6% increase in BME who knew that bowel screening saves lives 
(36% vs 43%)

MOTIVATION

CAPABILITY

OPPORTUNITY

BEHAVIOUR
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Independent Evaluation by Cultural Intelligence Hub

• Interviews of ethnic minority communities in low uptake boroughs and stakeholders (LA comms/PH)

• The campaign seen as effective in helping to increase uptake of screening

• The posters are welcomed because they are diverse and community specific

• Good to see HCPs ‘like us’ – credible, trusted

• Male HCPs – good for engaging men reluctant to screen

• The radio advert works well because it is simple and easy to understand

• For many, the wallet card provides useful information and can allay fear the test is difficult to do

• The social media ads provide key messages that are simple and easy to understand

• Social media videos work well for younger people and both voices are liked

• Less relevant for older Pakistani and Bangladeshi, but important to engage younger audiences who can discuss with and encourage family and friends to do 
the test

Qualitative evaluation



Kits returned, self-referrals, calls received

20k more kits returned 1500 self referrals 8k more calls 



Priority boroughs, screening coverage

60-74 coverage highlights
London-Greater increase in 2022 
(+0.6%) vs 2021 (0.3%)

2021 national + 1% vs 0.3% in 
London

● Greater increase in coverage in 
London compared to England 
0.5% vs 0.6% in London

● Greater increase in priority 
boroughs compared to London 
and England (1%)

● Increase in all priority 
boroughs 10/10 in 2022, vs. 
8/10 in 2021

750k invited/year 7500 more people screened



YOU GOV qualitative feedback was 
overwhelmingly positive as was the post 
campaign patient satisfaction survey

Feedback on the campaign assets  highlighted the 
need for “people like me” coupled with simple but 
clear Call to Action to motivate and reassure our 
target groups.
Our audiences were reflected in the Bowel Cancer 
Screening medics featured on our posters, 
through our Street Teams and in our languages, 
proving that representation matters.

Value

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Male doctors creatives worked very well.By bringing a physical presence to local streets, surgeries and popular venues we’re embodying the NHS values - we care, we’re here and by having language speakers we’re showing…we want to listen to you. The teams invite authentic curiosity allowing interest to brew organically to the point we were asked t expand our locations and return visits.



Led by innovation, driven by insight

PARTNERSHIP
Campaign designed with NHS Staff, 
Local Authorities and Community 

Partners

We understand the power in collaboration and in this being the first large scale Bowel Screening 
campaign in London, we partnered with the right trusted voices and stakeholders to ensure its success.

INNOVATION
This was the first large scale 

campaign of its kind in London 
and UK

IMPACT
The boroughs with the lowest 
bowel screening uptake in the 

country, had the highest increase in 
uptake across the country



THANK YOU
Innovation Collaboration Impact

https://youtu.be/ZwjxnXH0JEQ

https://youtu.be/ZwjxnXH0JEQ
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